TRAVELING FROM SOUTH TO NORTH

Segment 1
Houlton-Pluto
(40 AU* from the Sun) to Monticello-Pluto (33)

Segments 2 and 3
two circa 6-mile segments between Monticello and Bridgewater-Uranus (21)

Segment 4
circa ½ mile segment in downtown Bridgewater

Segment 5
from North-Bridgewater to South-Mars Hill (16)

Segment 6
circa ½ mile segment through Mars Hill

Segment 7
up the long hill to Westfield-Saturn (10)

Segment 8
Saturn (10) to Jupiter (5)

Segment 9
Jupiter (5) to Earth (1)

Québec New Brunswick

Maine

54.5 miles south of I-95